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Abstract

The topic for EAAI 2023’s Mentored Undergraduate Research Challenge is Human-Aware AI in Sound and Music. What does that mean? Where are the applications? How can you get started? We break down the topic, discuss applications, and explore project ideas in this column.

Introduction

The EAAI Mentored Undergraduate Research Challenge invites undergraduate students to team up with research mentors and participate in an artificial intelligence (AI) research project from start to finish. For 2023, the specific challenge is for students to complete a feasible and creative research project within the topic of Human-Aware AI in Sound and Music. Have you ever imagined people performing music alongside their computers? How about having a program that could identify your emotions by what you play? Perhaps you have wondered whether AI could spice up your exercise routine with a custom soundtrack that matches your movements? These are just a few project ideas that relate to the challenge topic, but they are far from all the possibilities.

Not sure where to start? Do not worry, this column has you covered! Not only is there some code available to help you get started, but we also break down the buzzwords, clarify the concepts, and dig into the details so that you can identify your perfect research project for the challenge. First, we discuss what it means for AI to be human-aware and go over some examples (your smartphone probably is not one of them, believe it or not). Second, we review the history of automating sound and music to figure out how computers, and eventually AI, got involved in audio generation—the software code provided for the challenge is a synthesizer, which plays an important role in the story. Next, we explore possible project ideas and related works now that you are a pro in human-aware AI and how AI works with sound and music. This column ends with more details about forming a team and registering for the 2023 EAAI Mentored Undergraduate Research Challenge and accessing the synthesizer software code. We look forward to seeing all the cool and creative projects you come up with for the challenge—happy researching!

When is AI Human-Aware?

Over the years, people and artificially-intelligent systems have worked together in a variety of relationships. In the earlier days of AI research, the system was usually a standalone program that solved problems by itself; there was no connection to people. Since various applications began to adopt AI, AI has often become a tool for people to use. The roles that people play while working with these tools determine how much the AI needs to understand them.

For example, human-in-the-loop AI relies on the fact that people are sources of information and gives people a role to play in the algorithm. Inverse reinforcement learning (Ng & Russell, 2000) identifies its own reward incentives based on observations of people performing a task. Active learning (Settles, 2009) can ask a person to classify something if the class label is unknown. Semi-autonomous systems (Zilberstein, 2015) let a person take over when the AI is not able to perform well autonomously. Although the AI algorithm has some line of pseudocode that says, “let the human do it,” it is not necessary for the AI to think about the person beyond this step—the system will operate almost the same with or without people during the rest of the algorithm. Similarly, mixed initiative systems (Allen, Guinn, & Horvitz, 1999; Burstein & McDermott, 1996) alternate between people and the AI to iteratively refine a solution. The AI only thinks about people to the extent of receiving their
refinement and making sure to not undo the person's changes without a good reason.

Many "smart" devices today apply AI to complete tasks and provide information at our requests. However, how much does the person's existence matter to the AI outside making the request? As of the writing of this column, it does not matter too much because the AI only processes the request and gathers context relevant to that request. “Find restaurants near me” requires sensing (GPS) to identify the user's location, but this is limited to resolving the “near me” part of the request. The system would not sense the user's location for irrelevant requests, and the AI would not use that information even if it did.

So, what is difference between these examples and human-aware AI? Everything mentioned above is aware of the human’s existence, but none of them are aware of the human's state of being. People have motives, intents, and emotions that guide their behavior, and we often consider these factors when interacting with each other. Someone is probably hungry if they request, “find restaurants near me,” and mentioning restaurants that are currently closed would not help the person because they cannot sate their hunger there. Demonstrations of the intelligent personal assistant Viv (TechCrunch, 2016) in 2016 expressed human-awareness as it used context from recent requests to infer why the user was making those requests, and then Viv offered additional details and requests based on the inferred motivations. AI systems using responsive planning (Freedman & Zilberstein, 2017) define their goals based on predictions about an observed person's goal, and the system then chooses actions that account for what the person seems to be doing. Although many AI systems try explaining their decisions using internal algorithms and data, model reconciliation (Chakraborti, Sreedharan, Zhang, & Kambhampati, 2017) approaches explainable AI as a search for reasons that a person would misunderstand the system's decisions and tries to establish a common understanding.

Rather than seeing people as a part of the equation and environment, human-aware AI reasons about people as autonomous agents and acts accordingly. However, this does not mean that other methods, such as human-in-the-loop AI and semi-autonomous systems, cannot be human-aware. For example, the CoBots navigating Carnegie Mellon University have thought about which people to ask for help based on their past willingness and current availability (Rosenthal, Veloso, & Dey, 2011), and there is research on semi-autonomous systems deciding how to transfer control to the human so that they are prepared to take over (Wray, Pineda, & Zilberstein, 2016).

Why AI in Sound and Music?

Research in automated music began well before computers existed. The Museum Speelklok (https://www.museumspeelklok.nl/) in The Netherlands curates various machines that were engineered to play instruments and generate sounds with respect to some modular device that activates certain notes at specific times. Modern instances of these machines include player pianos and music boxes; Martin Molin of music group Wintergatan recently built such a machine that manipulates marbles to play a variety of percussion instruments (Wintergatan, 2016).

Besides these analogue machines, electronic instruments such as synthesizers and EWIs (electronic wind instruments) can generate unique sounds through connecting circuits that alter the sound waves coming out of electronic speakers. The number of possible sounds is almost endless because the circuit connections produce various mathematical changes that modify and/or combine sound waves, including addition, subtraction, multiplication, and even function composition (https://digitalsoundandmusic.com/) (Burg, Romney, & Schwartz, 2017). These electronic devices can plug into computers as an interface for playing music via MIDI (https://www.midi.org/), and sequencers are electronic devices or computer programs that store information about when to play specific sounds. Before computer memory was cheap enough to record, store, and playback a song's-worth of raw audio data, sound cards and chips were effectively synthesizers of various complexity that played music via sequencer programs—many retro videogame consoles used these, and 8-bit
music’s iconic beeps were products of their sound chip hardware (Collins, 2008).

These automated music players are just like traditional computer programs, playing exactly what the human composer created—can computers also create music on their own? Even without AI, the answer is yes! For starters, mathematicians have studied properties of music theory and composition for quite some time (American Mathematical Society, n.d.), and this presents the opportunity to create mathematical models that produce original music. Computing has also explored ways to automatically create novel music via algorithmic composition. Algorithms can be as simple as programming a sequencer, but many also consider adding additional control flow (loops, conditions, etc.), relational representations (grammars, databases of rules, etc.), and random processes (Markov chains, bag of musical phrases, etc.) for dynamic changes to the notes, lengths, and sounds/instruments (Taubé, 2004). Research in procedural content generation for audio also explores these techniques with the goal of constantly producing unique music, rather than composing a song that others may perform and replicate.

Of course, we’re most interested in the role AI can play in algorithmic composition and procedural content generation for audio. Given the mathematical and computational nature of the above methods that describe how computers play music, there has been some research in generating algorithms autonomously. Examples include learning grammars from sheet music datasets (Kohonen, 1989) and optimizing tables of if-then rules through global search (Tsubasa & Furukawa, 2012). Global search algorithms such as genetic algorithms can even generate sequences of notes directly (Matić, 2010). Since the recent revival of interest in neural networks via deep learning, directly generating sound and music with some deep model has taken off in popularity—it is almost all you will find when searching for “AI generating music” in a web browser! Whether the network is designed to process high-level representations like annotated sheet music (Yan, Lustig, Vanderstel, & Duan, 2018) and MIDI (Huang, Cooijmans, Roberts, Courville, & Eck, 2017), low-level representations like the raw audio signal (Engel et al., 2017), or a blend of the two (Hung, Chiang, Chen, & Yang, 2019), there are many documented models from academics and hobbyists alike. You can even play with some online such as Coconet (Huang, Cooijmans, Dinulescu, Roberts, & Hawthorne, 2019), which runs in a Google Doodle to turn your simple music into a Bach-style harmony, and Blob Opera (Li, 2020), which lets you compose songs for an opera-singing quartet.

The Blob Opera application is a fantastic example where AI is involved for both sound and music. The music portion identifies note choices for the unassigned blobs to harmonize with the blobs currently assigned a note to sing. The sound portion generates the operatic voices you hear because human voices are very complex sound waves that are difficult to mimic through connecting circuits or tweaking parameters to send to a sound card (in present-day, this is typically done on the software side as part of a program that computes the sound wave). Furthermore, an instrument has a single sound wave shape that stretches and shrinks depending on the note, but each phoneme (spoken syllable) has a unique sound wave shape. Without AI to deal with the complex and constantly changing sound waves, audio engineers typically craft human-like vocal sounds for electronic instruments with a technique called sampling. Sampling stores a short recording of a sound wave, and the circuitry or program modifies the recording to match a specific note via pitch-shifting. Many pop songs today use sampling and pitch-shifting to create unique sounds, and a number of famous cartoon characters’ voices come from pitch-shifting to manipulate the voice actors’ recordings (Buckner & Sol, 2019). Yamaha even took this concept to the extreme with their Vocaloid software (https://www.vocaloid.com/en/), which contains samples for every phoneme in a supported language so that musicians can compose music with automated singers—think of composing for Vocaloid as programming a sequencer where every possible spoken syllable is its own instrument!

Generating sound goes beyond human voices to making anything audible using sound waves. Audio engineers and foley artists in film work hard to create the perfect sound effects using various materials and activities (Rooster Teeth, 2019; TV Tropes, n.d.), and a
Table 1: Interactive Experiences Involving Sound and Music

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human-Aware AI with Audio</th>
<th>Human-Aware AI without Audio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human with Audio</td>
<td>Accompaniment, Tutoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human without Audio</td>
<td>Sentiment Analysis,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Responsive Animation/Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personalized Performance,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Responsive Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N/A (No Sound or Music)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

number of sound effects also come from mathematically manipulating various sound waves. Though likely not surprising, research with deep neural networks has looked into generating sound effects for video sequences as well (Ghose & Prevost, 2021).

Let’s Put Them Together!

When people and intelligent systems interact, the number of things they can do together exceeds the limitations of just music composition and sound generation. In particular, only one person or computer needs to do something with audio in order for human-aware AI to be involved in sound and music. The tasks they can each do depend on who interacts through audio as a medium—is the audio’s role to trigger engagement, serve as a response, be the product of the interaction, or do something completely different? Table 1 presents a few possibilities for each allocation, but it is far from complete.

People and computers can generate audio at the same time when they are both directly involved with the sound and music. To avoid a cacophony from misaligned note choices that do not mix well, there needs to be some degree of coordination in the interaction. Specifically, one performer should take the lead while the others focus on accompaniment and choose what to play with respect to the lead. Human-aware accompaniment could focus on various aspects like harmonizing with a matching chord, keeping the rhythm through beats that match the tempo, or timing phrases to respond to the lead’s melody. Several of these factors made it possible for the Shimon robot to improvise playing a marimba alongside a human musician (Hoffman & Weinberg, 2011). A cognitive model developed in Soar illustrated how an intelligent system can apply reinforcement learning from human drummers to eventually copy them (Derbinsky & Essl, 2012), and the future challenges listed at the end of the work present great opportunities for including human-awareness to become more adaptive. Besides playing together as peer performers, the human-aware AI could serve as an intelligent tutoring system that teaches the human how to perform music or generate sound (like an audio engineer). Existing work in intelligent tutoring systems for music focus almost exclusively on music theory (Angelides & Tong, 1995; Phon-Amnuaisuk & Siong, 2007; Taele, Barreto, & Hammond, 2015).

If humans are the only ones who interact through music and sound, then intelligent systems can express their human-awareness as active listeners to what people play. Sentiment analysis lies at the intersection of AI and affective computing, identifying emotions through data—what could a human-aware AI do with knowledge about a person’s emotions based on their performance? For example, sentiment analysis of movie scripts can provide parameters that guide algorithmic composition to suggest non-diegetic (background) music for movies (Kirke & Miranda, 2017). At the moment, sentiment analysis with music is limited to interpreting song lyrics (Shukla, Khanna, & Agrawal, 2017) or properties of the entire song’s sound waves (Gómez & Cáceres, 2017). This presents an untapped area of research when it comes to real-time sentiment analysis of human musical performance. If the human-aware AI also has some form of visual output or actuation, then the system can respond to what the human plays through its motions or animations. Animusic (https://www.animusic.com/) generates music videos of fantastical instruments that perform the songs, but their techniques rely more on the song data than understanding the performer.

We can think about the opposite direction
when only the intelligent systems interact through sound and music. In this case, audio becomes a mode of response while the computer observes people through other sensors and input modalities. Students have shown quite a bit of creativity when given access to PoseBlocks (Jordan, Devasia, Hong, Williams, & Breazeal, 2021) for basic body tracking, facial expression recognition, and emotion recognition in a blocks-based programming environment. Could human-aware AI identify how people are feeling and use that to influence the sound and music, either matching the mood or trying to cheer people up? If people are being active, such as moving around, dancing, or playing a game, could an intelligent system generate a soundtrack and/or coordinate sound effects to accompany their activity? Movie soundtracks and modern videogame music both aim to ebb-and-flow with the displayed content, building up intensity during action sequences and dramatic moments alongside sound effects that emphasize even the simplest motions (Collins, 2008). With the AI being human-aware rather than only focusing on the state of the media, this form of interaction could act as an audio-based experience manager (Riedl, Stern, Dini, & Alderman, 2008).

Participating in the Challenge

The EAAI 2023 Mentored Undergraduate Research Challenge invites teams of students and mentors to work together on a research project involving human-aware AI in sound and music—the goal is to complete a feasible project and submit a paper about the research to EAAI 2023. As these projects can become ambitious, it is important that students focus on one idea of interest and think of a simple task within that idea. Mentors are expected to be involved as guides for the students to evaluate feasibility, provide tips and ideas, and teach the research pipeline from observation and ideation, to the scientific method, to presenting results in a full paper. To provide a starting point for teams, code for a synthesizer software platform will be made available so that students can focus on the AI research even if they are not familiar with audio. Because the synthesizer communicates through both a user interface (for people) and code (for computers), it is already set up to handle any of the interactive experience styles described in Table 1. The code and up-to-date information about the challenge are available at https://www.yetanotherfreedman.com/resources/challenge_haaisam.html.

If you are interested in AI techniques that think about the people with whom they interact, the roles computers can play in creating or analyzing sound and music, and exploring how to bring these together, then we encourage you to consider participating in this challenge. Please make sure to form a team that meets the following requirements:

- At least one undergraduate researcher who has not completed a post-secondary education degree. Students in community college are also eligible for this role. Students in this category are expected to play a significant role in the project.
- At least one mentor who has received a Ph.D. and is actively engaged in research. This can be a faculty member at a university or a researcher in industry who has experience training undergraduate students in research. Mentors in this category are expected to be involved with the students regularly to guide them along their journey.
- As long as the above two roles are satisfied, additional team members are allowed. Additional members may include graduate students as long as the undergraduate researchers are actively involved in the research process (ideas, experiment design, paper writing, etc.). Graduate students may also provide additional mentorship to the undergraduate students, but it cannot serve as a substitution for the mentor’s participation.

Once you have formed a team, please contact the author of this column with the names, e-mail addresses, and roles (mentor, undergraduate student, etc.) of all team members to register your team in the challenge. There are no limits to team sizes or number of teams per institution. However, due to conference logistics, there will be a limit on the number of accepted papers for publication and presentation at EAAI 2023. All submitted manuscripts will undergo peer review for writing quality, evidence of quality research at the undergraduate level, and relevance to the
topic of human-aware AI in sound and music. We look forward to seeing your exciting and creative research on this topic!
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